
Don’t get caught with germy 
hands, take 20 seconds and 

wash them up.
Health and Wellness



Introduction
Have you ever wondered what kind of soap is better at cleaning the germs off yours hands? If you have this 
project is just for you. Effective hand washing interested me because I was curious which soap make germs go 
down the drain. I will show you the difference between handwashing soap and antibacterial hand sanitizer  
only one will be the germ killer. I will be washing my hands with a glo germ first, then a hand soap, and 
followed by a black light seeing the germs left on my hands.  



Research Question & Hypothesis/Prediction
Background Research: Keeping hands clean is one of the most important steps we can take to avoid getting sick 
and spreading germs to others. Diseases and other illness are spread by not properly washing your hands. CDC 
recommends washing your hands for at least 20 seconds. Using hand sanitizer as an effective handwashing 
was developed on data from a number of studies. 
Microbes are tiny living organisms that may or may not cause disease.
Germs or pathogens, are types of microbes that can cause disease.

Question: 1. There are many anti-bacterial soaps and hand sanitizers on the market but how effective are they?
2. Which soap would get rid of more germs?
3. Does 20 seconds get rid of more germs than 10 seconds?
4. Is hot water or cold water more effective?

Hypothesis:  My hypothesis is that germs will be cleaned off when your hands are washed with hand soap for 20 
seconds.

Variables: Independent variable is the length of time spent washing your hands,  number of pumps of soap, and 
which use of soap.  Control variable is the same person doing the hand washing, method of hand washing 
(washing between fingers and back of hands.) New clean paper towel for drying hands. Dependent Variable is 
the amount of germs on your hands.



Procedures
 Materials

●  One hand washing soap
● Hand santizer
● Black light
● Water
● Glo germ

● paper  towels
● Stop watch or timer

Steps
● Step one- Hold out your hand palms up. Apply a small 

nickel size of glo germ into your hand.
● Step two- Rub your hands together like you would 

lotion. Make sure you get between your fingers, back of 
your hands, and scratch your palms to get the germs 

under your nails. Then use the uv black light and see the 
germs glow.

● Step three- Wash and dry your hands using a clean 
paper towel. Remember to wash fronts, backs, in 

between fingers, and under your nails. Be sure to use a 
timer for 20 seconds.

● Step four-Once you have washed and dried your hands, 
shine the uv light over hands to see the result of 

washing your hands for the 20 seconds. 
● Step five-redo steps 1-4 being sure to follow the steps 

carefully. Use a stop watch or a timer to make sure each 
time is the same length. Also try to keep the same 

pattern of washing your hands, so that experiment is 
effective.



Results

My result from my Effective Handwashing experiment was very interesting.
I used a Hand Soap for 10 seconds and 20 seconds and then I used gel hand 
Sanitizer for 10 seconds and 20 seconds. My results were the following:
Hand Soap 10 seconds 20 seconds

2 4
Hand Sanitizer 10 seconds 20 seconds

1 1
I used a 1-5 rating with 1 being not clean and 5 being completely clean.

So as you can see my results were that the 
Hand soap for 20 seconds was the most
effective for removing germs. It took 
me about 2 minutes at each attempt. 

Q I had expected the hand sanitizer to clean
the germs better. I was very surprised that
using hand soap for 20 seconds was far
more effective. The cdc is correct!!



Discussion
The hand soap worked better than the hand sanitizer. The hand soap worked better at getting the germs off in the 
10 seconds. Although washing your hands with the hand soap for 20 seconds almost got rid of all the germs. The 
hand sanitizer on the other hand didn’t do anything it just left all the germs on my hands. Even when I didn’t it 
for 20 seconds, there was no difference in my hands. You should use hand soap at all times because it gets rid of 
almost all the sticky, yucky, gross, and the rona virus germs. It is also recommended by the CDC to wash your 
hands for 20 seconds.  
Why my project is important in the real world is because it will help to prevent you from getting Covid-19 and 
also keeping your loved ones safe and healthy.
I found this interesting because the experts always say to wash your hands for 20 seconds or use hand sanitizer, 
but in my research the hand sanitizer did absolutely nothing to get rid of the germs. 

So get off the couch and take 20 seconds to wash your hands so the sticky, gross, and the rona virus can wash 
the drain!



Conclusion
In conclusion my hypothesis was correct washing your hands for 20 seconds with hand soap was the best way to 
get the germs off your hands. Next time I think I would add one more soap just to gather more research.  Also 
keeping the water temperature about the same would  impact the research. I was surprised to see that using the 
hand sanitizer didn’t get rid of any germs. As you can see in the picture on lower right side  of slide 7 (results) 
when under the black light. 
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